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Integrity of electoral rolls and the linkage of Voter ID to Aadhaari 
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Overview of the issues 

Electoral rolls determine the voting in a polling booth. The integrity of rolls is important to 

ensure that only those entitled to vote will cast a vote, no one is denied their right to vote, voters 

are not grouped to selectively to capture booths and enable or disable the winnability of 

candidates, and covert bribes or punishment of voters is not possible. 

Several voters, activists and candidates have complained that the Election Commission of India 

deleted genuine voters or transposed them across polling centers or constituencies and denied 

franchise. Transposition of voters by delimitation of constituencies has also left voters unable to 

elect the candidates of their choice. The use of documents issued solely based on uncertified, 

unverified and unaudited Aadhaar that does not even confirm identity or address, let alone 

citizenship, to allow the inclusion and transposition of voters has made this problem worse. 

The Election Commission of India has used these complaints to make a case of ghosts or 

duplicates in the rolls and, in response to the lobbying by the Unique Identification Authority of 

India from 2009, practiced and advocated the linking of Aadhaar to Voter ID. 

The linkage of voter ID to Aadhaar enabled the targeted reward or punishment of voters 

selectively to bribe the voters and steal the elections like that was done by Cambridge Analytica 

to steal elections by targeted messaging to voters based on their psychometric profiles. 

The legal requirement 

The Electoral Roll published as per rule 22ii is required to be made as per rule 5iii of the 

Registration of Electors Rules, 1960 framed under the Representation of the People Act, 1950iv, 

where the roll should be divided into convenient parts which should be numbered consecutively. 

Under rule 6v the names of electors in each part of the roll should be arranged according to house 

number. If Rolls were organized in this manner, they would reduce the ghosts and duplicates 

significantly.  

As per section 22vi of the Representation of the People Act, 1950 and rule 21vii of the 

Registration of Electors Rules, 1960, the registration officer can include names inadvertently left 

out. Similarly, as per rule 22viii, the registration officer can delete the names of persons who are 

included when not entitled or deceased. 
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Any person can apply and be included in the rolls, except between the last date of nomination of 

candidates for an election and the completion of elections, under section 23ix of the 

Representation of the People Act, 1950. The decisions of a registration officer resulting in the 

inclusion and exclusion of names from a roll can be appealed before the Chief Electoral Officer 

under section 24x of the Representation of the People Act, 1950.   

As per section 16(a)xi of the Representation of the People Act, 1950, a person who is not a 

citizen of India shall be disqualified for registration in an electoral roll. 

As per rule 14xii, objections can be made before the registration officer about the inclusion or 

deletion of names published publicly in accordance to rule 10xiii and 11xiv. These objections have 

to be noted as per rule 15 and 16xv and provide a notice for hearing of claims and objections as 

per rule 19xvi and hold inquiry as per rule 20xvii about the claims and objections that were not 

accepted under rule 18 or rejected under rule 17.  

Any violation of these requirements may amount to booth capture as defined in the 135Axviii of 

Representation of the People Act, 1951. 

The use of voters list to identify and provide any gift, offer or promise of gratification to 

influence voting is defined as corrupt practice under 123(1) and (2)xix. This also constitutes 

excessive expenditure (123(6)xx) or obtaining furtherance of the prospects of candidates (123(7) 
xxi) of the Representation of the People Act, 1951. 

Booth capturing through electoral rolls 

Each parliamentary constituency had an average of 15,44,032 voters in an Electoral Roll with an 

average of 1,708 parts in each constituency in 2014xxii. Each part, therefore, had an average of 

904 voters. The voters in each part of the list cast their vote on the same booth on the same 

EVM. Data about the number of polling centres is not clear but it is estimated that each polling 

centre has between 10 and 20 booths.  

With 65.95% turnout an average of 10,18,289 votes are cast in a constituency. In five Lok Sabha 

elections of 1998, 1999, 2004, 2009 and 2014, on an average, 32 seats were won with a margin 

of less than 1 per centxxiii, 69 with less than 2 per cent and 101 with less than 3 per cent.  

A winning margin of 1 per cent translates to 10,182 votes. This translates into 5 parts (0.2 

percent) of an Electoral Roll in every constituency.  

Every election more than 1 percent of voters have experienced deletion or transposition of their 

names without any notice as required under rule 19 or hearing as required under rule 20 of the 

Registration of Electors Rules, 1960 framed under the Representation of the People Act, 1950.  

A random inspection of several parts of rolls from different Constituencies reveals that the lists 

are not organized as required by rule 6. This makes it difficult to audit the parts as containing 

only those who are genuine voters from the constituency or identify those whose names have 

been deleted and to raise objections as per rule 12. Despite raising the issue with the Election 

Commission of India from 2009, and even notice being sent by the Registrar of the Mumbai 

High Court to the Maharashtra Election Commissioner, the lists continue to be prepared ignoring 

the Registration of Electors Rules.  

https://frontline.thehindu.com/cover-story/article27058245.ece
https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/general-elections-2019/on-average-lok-sabha-members-represent-most-number-of-people-in-the-world-63550
https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/general-elections-2019/on-average-lok-sabha-members-represent-most-number-of-people-in-the-world-63550
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With the dilution of KYC by the Reserve Bank of Indiaxxiv in January 2011, it became possible to 

use Aadhaar as the sole basis for creating a bank account. Aadhaar has also been widely used as 

the means to issue other primary IDs like passportsxxv, PAN cardsxxvi, instant PANxxvii and drivers 

licensesxxviii. According to the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, till July 2019 at least 

1,57,93,259 Drivers Licensees were issued using Aadhaarxxix. This means that the continued use 

of Aadhaar easily continues to generate documents that serve as proof of address for Form 6 to 

apply for inclusion in Electoral Roll or Form 8A for shifting from one constituency to another.  

Furthermore Aadhaar is used as a Proof of Age during enrolmentxxx as a voter despite the fact 

that it is not a proof of anything. Section 4(3) of the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and 

Other Subsidies, Benefits and Services) Act, 2016xxxi declares “An Aadhaar number, in physical 

or electronic form subject to authentication and other conditions, as may be specified by 

regulations, may be accepted as proof of identity of the Aadhaar number holder for any purpose” 

and Section 9 of the Aadhaar Act declares “The Aadhaar number or the authentication thereof 

shall not, by itself, confer any right of, or be proof of, citizenship or domicile in respect of an 

Aadhaar number holder”. This makes it clear that the Aadhaar may not be used as a proof of 

address, age, gender, citizenship, or relationship. The inclusion of Aadhaar as a valid document 

for proof of age has corrupted the offline processes to use it as proof of everything. 

This has allowed the compromise the enrolment of voters into the Electoral Rolls. It has allowed 

the inclusion of benami voters in a manner that is difficult if not impossible to weed out. 

Furthermore, Unlike the Voter IT, that is certified by the Registration Officer in accordance with 

rule 28(3)(d)xxxii of the Registration of Electors Rules, the Aadhaar “card” or the biometric or 

demographic data associated with any Aadhaar number is not certified by the UIDAI. Unlike the 

process of revising the Electoral Rolls, there is no process of revising Aadhaar database. In fact 

there is no process for objecting to assigning an Aadhaar number to any combination of 

biometric or demographic data in the Aadhaar database. No verification or audit of the Aadhaar 

database has happened either. Linking a biometric with each Aadhaar number has created 

impression that there must be a unique entry of each enrolment. This is clearly not the case as the 

UIDAI does not have any information about the number of unique biometrics in its database. The 

UIDAI also indicates that it cannot retrieve a unique record with a biometric. This means that the 

UIDAI cannot guarantee that it has no duplicates or ghosts. 

Almost all Aadhaar numbers are supposed to have been issued on the basis of other primary 

documentsxxxiii of Proof of Identity and Proof of Address. The UIDAI however has no 

information about the primary ID used, making it impossible to allow the verification of the 

uniqueness and validity Aadhaar number by anyone who uses it. 

Furthermore according to the Affidavit dated 30.10.2017xxxiv of UIDAI to the Supreme Court, at 

most 60 crore persons could have been issued an Aadhaar assuming everyone used the EPIC as 

one of their primary identification document. No other combination of primary identification 

documents allows to generate even as many Aadhaar. As highlighted by Justice (retd.) 

P.B.Sawantxxxv, at least 58.64 crore Aadhaar of the 118 crore numbers issued by the UIDAI 

are, therefore, duplicates and ghosts.  

Furthermore according to the CEO of UIDAI, 48% of the Aadhaar numbers have never 

participated in iris or finger matchingxxxvi. It is evident that Aadhaar is the worlds largest 

database of ghosts and duplicatesxxxvii. The use of these ghost or duplicate Aadhaar directly or 

https://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=6240&Mode=0
https://www.mea.gov.in/rajya-sabha.htm?dtl/28272/QUESTION+NO3213+USE+OF+BIOMETRIC+DATA+FOR+ISSUANCE+OF+PASSPORTS
https://www.myutiitsl.com/PAN_ONLINE/PANApp
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/step-by-step-guide-on-how-to-get-an-instant-pan-using-aadhaar-card/articleshow/64828401.cms
https://parivahan.gov.in/sarathiservice8/newLL_execute.do
https://parivahan.gov.in/sarathiservice8/newLL_execute.do
https://www.nvsp.in/forms/Forms/form6?lang=en-GB
https://uidai.gov.in/images/targeted_delivery_of_financial_and_other_subsidies_benefits_and_services_13072016.pdf
https://uidai.gov.in/images/targeted_delivery_of_financial_and_other_subsidies_benefits_and_services_13072016.pdf
https://thewire.in/law/most-aadhar-cards-issued-to-those-who-already-have-ids
https://thewire.in/law/most-aadhar-cards-issued-to-those-who-already-have-ids
https://archive.org/stream/Aadhaar-Supreme-Court-Docs/Counter-Affidavits-By-Union-States-And-Other-Authorities/Four-volume-counter-by-UoI-in-Nov-2017/Counter-Vol%20I_djvu.txt
https://www.medianama.com/2018/04/223-constitutional-validity-of-aadhaar-day-23-aadhaar-itself-cannot-be-struck-down/ceo-responses-to-questions-batch-i/
https://www.medianama.com/2018/04/223-constitutional-validity-of-aadhaar-day-23-aadhaar-itself-cannot-be-struck-down/ceo-responses-to-questions-batch-i/
https://twitter.com/AnupamSaraph/status/1057513414413697024
https://twitter.com/AnupamSaraph/status/1057513414413697024
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through other documents, particularly Jan Dhan bank accounts as these also enable launder 

money for elections, generated solely with these Aadhaar allows the addition of ghost and 

duplicate voters to specific booths.  

Those whose Aadhaar fails on authentication due to biometric change, technology failure, or any 

other reason too, are excluded wherever authentication is used as required under section 8 of the 

Aadhaar Act. Even more serious has been UIDAIs ability to deactivate Aadhaar numbers under 

section 23(g) of the Aadhaar Act. Deactivated Aadhaar numbers, or the absence of Aadhaar 

number, results in automatic deletion of voters from beneficiary databases including Electoral 

Rolls. 

The use of Aadhaar, under the claim of discovering and deleting duplicate or ghost entries, 

allowed the exclusion of legitimate voters by treating those without an Aadhaar or those whose 

Aadhaar information does not match as ghosts or duplicates. In Telangana alone 2.2 million 

people were dropped from the voters rollsxxxviii, after Aadhaar based “verification” was done in 

2015. With no one certifying the demographic or biometric data associated with an Aadhaar 

number, its use for deduplication is as ridiculous as using permutations of alphabets to accept 

legal words. 

Furthermore, the use of Aadhaar cannot be harmonized with the requirements of the Registration 

of Electors Rules or rule 35xxxix, 42A and 49H, 49J, 49K, 49P of The Conduct of Elections Rules, 

1961xl. 

The failure to follow the Registration of Electors Rules and the use of Aadhaar to prepare rolls, 

therefore, results in a significant number of parts of the electoral rolls in each constituency have 

been altered in excess of the winning margins of candidates resulting in booth capturing under 

135A and corrupt practice under 123(8) and 123(7) of the Representation of the People Act, 

1951. 

Bribery of selected voters in electoral rolls 

In November 2012, the UIDAI pushed the Election Commission of India to seed the Aadhaar to 

voter IDsxli. The Election Commission has, since, been linking Aadhaar numbers to Voters ID in 

different states through a process of seeding Aadhaar numbers from other databasesxlii. The web 

portals of the Chief Electoral Officer of various states have been providing voters the ability to 

link Aadhaar to Voter IDsxliii. While the Election Commission claims they have discontinued the 

process, at least till November 2017, Aadhaar continued be linked to voters IDxliv cards. 

In February 2012 the Nandan Nilekani led Task Force on an Aadhaar-Enabled Unified Payment 

Infrastructurexlv pushed for money transfers to Aadhaar numbers instead of bank accounts, using 

Reserve Bank of India’s National Electronic Funds Transferxlvi (NEFT), for Direct Benefit 

Transfers (DBT) to target subsidies, benefits, and services to beneficiaries.  

To transfer money to Aadhaar numbers instead of the bank account numbers of beneficiaries 

requires the seeding of Aadhaar numbers to beneficiary lists. Since money must ultimately go to 

bank accounts, Aadhaar money transfers also require a separate mapping of Aadhaar number to a 

bank account. This mapping is maintained by the company that manages Aadhaar payments, the 

National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI), a non-government private company, with 

Nilekani as its Advisorxlvii. This mapping is updated by the NPCI based on Aadhaar numbers 

seeded to bank accounts by various member banks. This means that the Aadhaar numbers seeded 

https://www.livemint.com/Politics/0Ck3dWY6fVTTlQfsfbdyCN/22-million-voters-missing-from-Telangana-rolls-Chief-elect.html
http://www.legislative.gov.in/sites/default/files/(2)%20THE%20CONDUCT%20OF%20ELECTION%20RULES,%201961.pdf
http://www.legislative.gov.in/sites/default/files/(2)%20THE%20CONDUCT%20OF%20ELECTION%20RULES,%201961.pdf
https://twitter.com/SidharthPandey/status/1039350563853365248
https://ceo.maharashtra.gov.in/Downloads/AadhaarLinkHelp.pdf
https://ceo.maharashtra.gov.in/Downloads/AadhaarLinkHelp.pdf
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/faqs/aadhar-faqs/how-to-link-aadhar-to-voter-id-card/articleshow/61783596.cms
https://www.finmin.nic.in/sites/default/files/Report_Task_Force_Aadhaar_PaymentInfra.pdf
https://www.finmin.nic.in/sites/default/files/Report_Task_Force_Aadhaar_PaymentInfra.pdf
https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/bs_viewcontent.aspx?Id=2346
https://www.npci.org.in/nandan-nilekani%C2%A0
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to either the beneficiary lists or bank accounts decides the targeting of the subsidy or benefit to 

beneficiaries. Unlike a list of fixed beneficiaries bank accounts, the list of beneficiaries now 

becomes a volatile list that is available for manipulation by seeding or deseeding Aadhaar 

numbers to beneficiary lists or bank accounts every time before making money transfersxlviii. 

Significantly, neither the Ministry of Finance nor the UIDAI certify the beneficiaries under the 

DBT. Neither the Ministry of Finance nor the UIDAI can show how the flow of funds to 

beneficiaries has eliminated leakages after the use of Aadhaarxlix. Despite the UIDAI taking no 

responsibility to the deliveryl and an ecosystem of private players being the ones who can decide 

the inclusion and exclusion of benefits, NEFT transfers to bank accounts have been replaced 

with Aadhaar payments. For inclusion of persons, into beneficiary lists, their Aadhaar is seeded 

to beneficiary lists. For exclusion of persons, from beneficiary lists, their Aadhaar is de-seeded, 

or seeded to different bank accounts, is deactivated, or its authentication is caused to fail.  

The use of Aadhaar under the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and Other Subsidies, 

Benefits and Services) Act, 2016, therefore, allows the targeted manipulation of the beneficiaries 

of subsidies, benefits and services. 

In 2018, there was outrage across the world as Cambridge Analytica, a private company 

providing services to political clients, helped influence votes by targeting messages to votersli 

based on their psychometric profiles. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg was grilledlii by the US 

Congress for enabling such targeted psychometric profiling through the Facebook ecosystem.  

In March 2018 the then Chief Election Commissioner, O.P.Rawat, declared that 32 crore 

Aadhaar numbers had been already linked to voter ID cardsliii. This linkage of Aadhaar to voter 

IDs allowed the selective inclusion or exclusion of voters from beneficiary lists by seeding or 

deseeding their Aadhaar numbers to the list of beneficiaries. It also enabled periodic linking or 

delinking the bank accounts mapped to the voter’s Aadhaar allowing selected voters to claim 

subsidies meant for others, and for other selected voters to be denied their subsidies. 

This means the use of Aadhaar in place of NEFT to transfer to bank accounts the benefits or 

subsidies did nothing other than allow the selective targeting of voters across government 

programs. Aadhaar targeting allows the manipulation right down to every voter, effectively 

giving complete control on the votes that may be counted or excluded in a specific booth of a 

constituency. This is like the targeted psychometric profiling through the Facebook ecosystem. 

Significantly, in 2018-19 Rs. 3,06,260 crore rupees, a 60 per cent jump from Rs. 1,90,870.9 crore 

in 2017-18, were transferred to 123.8 crore beneficiaries in 351 crore transactions using Direct 

Benefit Transfer. Of these, Rs. 39,230.64 crore were transferred under the Direct Benefit 

Transfer of Fertilizer Subsidy (DBT 2.0), launched in March 2018liv. Rs. 34,604.72 crore were 

transferred under DBT in cash for PAHAL or cooking gas subsidy and Rs. 46,181.8 crore were 

transferred under NREGA, all noting significant increases over the 2017-18. Cash transfers for 

other schemes such as pensions and health benefits more than doubled to Rs. 56,895.79 crore, 

from Rs. 26,455.82 crore in the previous yearlv. Less than 120 days before the elections, at least 

Rs. 62,361.56 crore were targeted to 4,15,74,379 voters through the Pradhan Mantri KIsan 

SAmman Nidhi (PM-KISAN) through Aadhaar DBTlvi.  

This is corrupt practice under section 123(1) of the Representation of the People Act, 1951. 

https://www.sundayguardianlive.com/opinion/government-must-ensure-clean-delivery-benefits
https://www.sundayguardianlive.com/opinion/government-must-ensure-clean-delivery-benefits
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/may/06/cambridge-analytica-how-turn-clicks-into-votes-christopher-wylie
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/live/2018/apr/10/mark-zuckerberg-testimony-live-congress-facebook-cambridge-analytica
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/32-crore-aadhaar-numbers-linked-to-voter-id-cards-cec/articleshow/63246534.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/32-crore-aadhaar-numbers-linked-to-voter-id-cards-cec/articleshow/63246534.cms
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The required actions 

In order to prevent booth capture the Electoral Roll must be completely auditable by any person. 

This is possible if the Roll contains names ordered by house number, as required by the 

Registration of Electors Rules, rule 6. Furthermore, the list of those persons added and deleted 

must also be ordered by house numbers and published with each part. 

In order to eliminate bribery of the voters, the targeted delivery of subsidies, benefits and 

services, the Aadhaar program and the linkage of Voter ID to any other ID must be discontinued. 

i Deposition submitted by Dr. Anupam Saraph to the Citizen Commission on Elections chaired by Justice (retd.) 

Madan Lokur. Dr. Saraph sits on the board of Moneylife Foundation, is Adjunct Professor of Governance and 

Sustainable Development of Complex Systems at the Symbiosis Institute for Computer Studies and Research and a 

former Advisor to various local state and national governments on governance and IT. He has been researching 

electoral fraud from 2009 and deposed before the Election Commission and the Law Commission. 
ii Registration of Electors Rules, 1960 under the Representation of the People Act, 1950  (43  of 1950); 22. Final  

publication of roll.—(1) The registration  officer  shall thereafter— (a)  prepare  a  list of amendments to carry out 

his  decisions  under rules  18,  20, 3[21 and 21A] and to correct any clerical or  printing errors  or  other  

inaccuracies subsequently discovered in  the  roll; 4*** (b)  publish the roll, together with the list of amendments, by 

making a  complete  copy  thereof available for inspection and  displaying  a notice in Form 16 at his office;  5[and] 

5[(c) subject to such general or special directions as may be given by the  Election Commission supply, free of cost, 

two copies of the roll, as  finally  published, with the list of amendments, if any, to  every political  party  for which 

a symbol has been exclusively reserved  by the Election Commission.]  

(2) On such publication, the roll together with the list of amendments shall be the electoral roll of the constituency 
iii Ibid; 5. Preparation of roll in parts.—(1) The roll shall be divided  into convenient parts which shall be numbered 

consecutively. (2)  The last part of the roll shall contain the names of every person having  a  service  qualification  

and of his wife, if  any,  who  are entitled  to  be included in that roll by virtue of a  statement  made under rule 7. (3) 

The names of any person holding a declared office and of his wife, if  any,  who are entitled to be included in the roll 

by virtue  of  a statement made under rule 7 shall be included in the part of the roll, pertaining  to  the  locality in 

which they would, according  to  that statement, have been ordinarily resident. (4)  The number of names included in 

any part of the roll shall  not ordinarily exceed two thousand.  
iv Power  to  make  rules .—(1) The   Central  Government  may,   after consulting  the  Election Commission, by 

notification in the  Official Gazette, make rules for carrying out the purposes of this Act. (2) In  particular  and  

without  prejudice to the  generality  of  the foregoing  power,  such  rules  may  provide for all  or  any  of  the 

following matters, namely:— (a) the determination of ordinary residence under sub-section (7) of section 20; (aa)   

the  particulars  to  be   entered  in  the  electoral  rolls; (b) the preliminary publication of electoral rolls; (c)  the  

manner  in  which  and the  time  within  which  claims  and objections as to entries in electoral rolls may be 

preferred; (e)  the  manner  in which notices of claims or  objections  shall  be published; (f)  the  place, date and 

time at which claims or objections shall  be heard  and the manner in which claims or objections shall be heard and 

disposed of; (g) the final publication of electoral rolls; (h)  the revision and correction of electoral roll and inclusion 

of names therein; (i) any other matter required to be prescribed by this Act. (3)  Every rule made by the Central 

Government under this Act  shall be  laid,  as  soon as may be after it is made, before each  House  of Parliament,  

while it is in session, for a total period of thirty days which  may  be comprised in one session or in two or  more  

successive sessions,  and  if,  before  the expiry  of  the  session  immediately following  the  session  or the 

successive  sessions  aforesaid,  both Houses  agree  in making any modification in the rule or  both  Houses agree 

that the rule should not be made, the rule shall thereafter have effect  only in such modified form or be of no effect, 

as the case may be;   so,  however, that any such modification or annulment  shall  be without  prejudice  to be 

validity of anything previously  done  under that rule. 
v Ibid; 6. Order of names.—(1) the names of electors in each part of the roll shall  be  arranged  according  to  house  

number,  unless  the  chief electoral  officer,  subject  to any general or  special  instructions issued  by the Election 

Commission, determines in respect of any  part that  the alphabetical order is more convenient or that the names 

shall be arranged partly in one way and partly in the other. (2)  The names of electors in each part of the roll shall be 

numbered, so far as practicable, consecutively with a separate series of numbers beginning with the number one. 
vi 22. Correction  of entries in electoral rolls.—If  the  electoral registration officer for a constituency, on application 

made to him or on  his own motion, is satisfied after such inquiry as he thinks  fit, that any entry in the electoral roll 
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of the constituency- (a) is erroneous or defective in any particular, (b)  should  be transposed to another place in the 

roll on the  ground that  the person concerned has changed his place of ordinary residence within the constituency, or 

(c)  should be deleted on the ground that the person concerned is dead or  has  ceased  to be ordinarily resident in the 

constituency  or  is otherwise   not   entitled   to   be    registered   in   that   roll, the  electoral registration officer 

shall, subject to such general  or special directions, if any, as may be given by the Election Commission in this 

behalf, amend, transpose or delete the entry: Provided  that before taking any action on any ground under clause (a) 

or  clause  (b) or any action under clause (c) on the ground that  the person  concerned  has  ceased  to  be  ordinarily  

resident  in   the constituency  or that he is otherwise not entitled to be registered in the  electoral  roll of that 

constituency, the electoral  registration officer  shall  give the person concerned a reasonable opportunity  of being  

heard in respect of the action proposed to be taken in relation to him.] 
vii Registration of Electors Rules, 1960 under the Representation of the People Act, 1950 21. Inclusion of names 

inadvertently omitted.—1[(1)] If it appears to the  registration  officer  that owing 2*** to inadvertence  or  error 

during  preparation,  the names of any electors have   been   left out  of  (a) prepare a list of the names and other 

details of such electors; (b)  exhibit  on  the notice board of his office a copy  of  the  list together with a notice as to 

the time and place at which the inclusion of  these  names in the roll will be considered, and also publish  the list and 

the notice in such other manner as he may think fit;  and (c)  after  considering any verbal or written objections that  

may  be preferred,  decide whether all or any of the names should be  included in the roll.1[(2)  If  any  statements  

under  rule 7 are  received  after  the publication  of  the  roll in draft under rule  10,  the  registration officer  shall  

direct  the  inclusion of the names  of  the  electors covered  by  the  statements in the appropriate parts of the roll.] 
viii Ibid; 21A. Deletion of names.—If it appears to the registration officer at  any  time before the final publication of 

the roll that  owing  to inadvertence  or  error or otherwise, the names of dead persons or  of persons who have 

ceased to be, or are not, ordinarily residents in the constituency  or  of  persons  who are otherwise not  entitled  to  

be registered  in  that  roll, have been included in the  roll  and  that remedial  action  should  be taken under this 

rule,  the  registration officer, shall— (a) prepare a list of the names and other details of such electors; (b)  exhibit  

on  the notice board of his office a copy  of  the  list together  with a notice as to the time and place at which the 

question of  deletion of these names from the roll will be considered, and also publish  the list and the notice in such 

other manner as he may  think fit;  and (c)  after  considering any verbal or written objections that  may  be 

preferred,  decide  whether all or any of the names should be  deleted from the roll: Provided  that before taking any 

action under this rule in respect  of any  person  on  the  ground  that he has ceased to  be,  or  is  not, ordinarily  

resident in the constituency, or is otherwise not entitled to  be  registered in that roll, the registration officer  shall  

make every  endeavour to give him a reasonable opportunity to show cause why the action proposed should not be 

taken in relation to him. 
ix 23.  Inclusion of names in electoral rolls.— (1) Any person whose name is not included in the electoral roll of a 

constituency may apply to the electoral registration officer for the inclusion of his name in that roll. (2)  The  

electoral registration officer shall, if satisfied that  the applicant  is entitled to be registered in the electoral roll,  

direct his name to be included therein: Provided  that if the applicant is registered in the electoral roll of any  other  

constituency,  the electoral registration  officer shall inform the electoral registration officer of that other 

constituency and that officer shall, on receipt of the information, strike off the applicant's name from that roll. (3) No 

amendment, transposition or deletion of any entry shall be made under  section 22 and no direction for the inclusion 

of a name in  the electoral  roll  of a constituency shall be given under this  section, after  the  last date for making 

nominations for an election  in  that constituency  or  in the parliamentary constituency within which  that 

constituency is comprised and before the completion of that election. 
x 24.   Appeals.—An  appeal  shall lie within such time and  in  such manner as may be prescribed— (a)  to  the 

chief electoral officer, from any order of the  electoral registration officer under section 22 or section 23 
xi 16.   Disqualifications for registration in an electioral roll.—(1) A person  shall be disqualified for registration in 

an electoral roll if he— (a) is not a citizen of India; 
xii Registration of Electors Rules, 1960 under the Representation of the People Act, 1950 14. Manner of lodging 

claims and objections.—Every claim or objection shall— (a)  either be presented to the registration officer or to such  

other officer as may be designated by him in this behalf;  or (b) be sent by 6*** post to the registration officer. 
xiii Ibid; 10. Publication  of  roll  in  draft.—As soon  as  the  roll  for  a constituency  is  ready, the registration 

officer shall publish it  in draft by making a copy thereof available for inspection and displaying a notice in Form 

5— (a) at his office, if it is within the constituency, and (b)  at such place in the constituency as may be specified by 

him  for the purpose, if his office is outside the constituency.  
xiv Ibid; 11. Further  publicity  to  the roll  and  notice.—The  registration officer shall also—  (a)  make  a copy of 

each separate part of the roll, together  with  a copy  of the notice in Form 5 available for inspection at a  specified 

place  accessible to the public and in or near the area to which  that part relates; (b)  give  such  further publicity to 
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the notice in Form 5 as  he  may consider necessary;  and (c)  supply free of cost two copies of each separate part of 

the  roll to  every  political party 1[for which a symbol has  been  exclusively reserved in the State] by the Election 

Commission. 
xv 16. Procedure of registration officer.—The registration officer also shall— (a) maintain  in  duplicate the three 

lists in Forms 9,  10  and  11, entering  thereon  the particulars of every claim or objection as  and when  it is 

received by him whether directly under rule 14 or on being forwarded under rule 15;  and (b) keep exhibited one 

copy of each such list on a notice board in his office.  
xvi Ibid; 19. Notice of hearing claims and objections.—(1) Where a  claim  or objection  is  not  disposed  of  under   

rule  17  or  rule  18,  the registration officer shall— (a)  specify in the list exhibited by him under clause (b) of rule 

16, the date, time and place of hearing of the claim or objection;  and (b) give notice of the hearing—  (i) in the case 

of a claim to the claimant in Form 12; (ii)  in  the case of an objection to the inclusion of a name, to  the objector in 

Form 13 and to the person objected to in Form 14;  and (iii) in the case of an objection to a particular or particulars 

in an entry, to the objector in Form 15. (2)  A notice under this rule may be given either personally or by registered 

post or by affixing it to the person's residence or last known residence within the constituency. 
xvii Ibid; 20. Inquiry into claims and objections.—(1) The registration officer shall  hold a summary inquiry into 

every claim or objection in respect of  which  notice  has been given under rule 19 and shall  record  his decision 

thereon. (2)  At the hearing, the claimant or, as the case may be, the objector and the person objected to and any 

other person who, in the opinion of the  registration officer, is likely to be of assistance to him, shall be entitled to 

appear and be heard. (3) The registration officer may in his discretion— (a) require any claimant, objector or person 

objected to, to appear in person before him; (b) require that the evidence tendered by any person shall be given on 

oath and administer an oath for the purpose. 
xviii 135A.  Offence of booth capturing.—5[(1)] Whoever commits an offence of  booth  capturing shall be 

punishable with imprisonment for a  term which  6[shall not be less than one year but which may extend to three 

years  and with fine, and where such offence is committed by a  person in  the  service  of  the  Government, he  

shall  be  punishable  with imprisonment  for a term which shall not be less than three years  but which may extend 

to five years and with fine]. Explanation.— For the purposes of this sub-section and section 20B, "booth  capturing"  

includes,  among other things, all or any  of  the following activities, namely:— (a)  seizure of a polling station or a 

place fixed for the poll by any person  or  persons, making polling authorities surrender  the  ballot papers or voting 

machines and doing of any other act which affects the orderly conduct of elections; (b)  taking  possession of a 

polling station or a place fixed for  the poll  by  any  person or persons and allowing only his  or  their  own 

supporters  to exercise their right to vote and prevent others  from free exercise of their right to vote; (c) coercing or 

intimidating or threatening directly or indirectly any elector and preventing him from going to the polling station or 

a place fixed for the poll to cast his vote; (d) seizure of a place for counting of votes by any person or persons, 

making  the counting authorities surrender the ballot papers or voting machines  and the doing of anything which 

affects the orderly counting of votes; (e) doing by any person in the service of Government, of all or any of the  

aforesaid activities or aiding or conniving at, any such activity in the furtherance of the prospects of the election of a 

candidate.] (2)   An offence punishable under   sub-section (1) shall be cognizable. 
xix 123.  Corrupt practices.—The following shall be deemed to be corrupt practices for the purposes of this Act:— 

(1) "Bribery", that is to say— (A)  any gift, offer or promise by a candidate or his agent or by  any other  person with 

the consent of a candidate or his election agent of any gratification, to any person whomsoever, with the object, 

directly or indirectly of inducing— (a)  a person to stand or not to stand as, or to withdraw or not  to withdraw from 

being a candidate at an election, or (b)  an elector to vote or refrain from voting at an election, or as a reward to— (i)  

a  person  for  having so stood or not  stood,  or  for  having withdrawn or not having withdrawn his candidature;  or 

(ii) an elector for having voted or refrained from voting; (B)  the  receipt  of,  or agreement to  receive,  any  

gratification, whether as a motive or a reward— (a)  by a person for standing or not standing as, or for 

6[withdrawing or not withdrawing from being, a candidate;  or (b)  by  any  person whomsoever for himself or any  

other  person  for voting  or refraining from voting, or inducing or attempting to induce any  elector  to  vote or 

refrain from voting, or any  candidate  to withdraw or not to withdraw] his candidature. Explanation.—For  the 

purposes of this clause the term "gratification" is  not  restricted  to  pecuniary  gratifications  or  gratifications 

estimable  in money and it includes all forms of entertainment and all forms  of employment for reward but it does 

not include the payment of any  expenses  bona  fide  incurred at, or for  the  purpose  of,  any election and duly 

entered in the account of election expenses referred to in section 78. (2)  Undue  influence,  that  is  to   say,  any  

direct  or  indirect interference  or attempt to interfere on the part of the candidate  or his  agent, or of any other 

person with the consent of the candidate or his election agent, with the free exercise of any electoral right: (a)  

without  prejudice to the generality of the provisions  of  this clause any such person as is referred to therein who— 

(i) threatens any candidate or any elector, or any person in whom  a candidate  or an elector  is interested, with  
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injury  of  any  kind including  social ostracism and excommunication or expulsion from any caste or community;  

or (ii)  induces  or  attempts  to induce a candidate or  an  elector  to believe  that he, or any person in whom he is 

interested, will  become or  will  be  rendered an object of divine  displeasure  or  spiritual censure, shall  be deemed 

to interfere with the free exercise of the  electoral right of such candidate or elector within the meaning of this 

clause; (b)  a declaration of public policy, or a promise of public action, or the mere exercise of a legal right without 

intent to interfere with an electoral  right,  shall not be deemed to be interference  within  the meaning of this clause. 
xx (6)  The incurring or authorizing of expenditure in contravention of section 77 
xxi (7)  The obtaining or procuring or abetting or attempting to obtain or procure by a candidate or his agent  or, by 

any other person with the consent  of a candidate or his election agent, any assistance  (other than  the giving of 

vote) for the furtherance of the prospects of that candidate's election, from any person in the service of the 

Government and belonging to any of the following classes, namely:— (a) gazetted officers; (b) stipendiary judges 

and magistrates; (c) members of the armed forces of the Union; (d) members of the police forces; (e) excise officers; 

(f)  revenue  officers other than village revenue officers known  as lambardars,  malguzars, patels, deshmukhs or by 

any other name,  whose duty is to collect land revenue and who are remunerated by a share of, or commission on, 

the amount of land revenue collected by them but who do not discharge any police functions;  and (g) such other 

class of persons in the service of the Government  as may be prescribed. 
xxii https://frontline.thehindu.com/cover-story/article27058245.ece 
xxiii https://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/general-elections-2019/on-average-lok-sabha-members-represent-most-

number-of-people-in-the-world-63550 
xxiv https://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=6240&Mode=0 
xxv https://www.mea.gov.in/rajya-

sabha.htm?dtl/28272/QUESTION+NO3213+USE+OF+BIOMETRIC+DATA+FOR+ISSUANCE+OF+PASSPORT

S 
xxvi https://www.myutiitsl.com/PAN_ONLINE/PANApp 
xxvii https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/step-by-step-guide-on-how-to-get-an-instant-pan-

using-aadhaar-card/articleshow/64828401.cms 
xxviii https://parivahan.gov.in/sarathiservice8/newLL_execute.do 
xxix Reply to question no 2485 answered on 19th July 2019 in the Rajya Sabha` 
xxx https://www.nvsp.in/forms/Forms/form6?lang=en-GB 
xxxi 

https://uidai.gov.in/images/targeted_delivery_of_financial_and_other_subsidies_benefits_and_services_13072016.p

df 
xxxii (3) The identity card shall— (a) be prepared in duplicate; (b) contain the name, age, residence and such other 

particulars of the elector as may be specified by the Election Commission; (c)  have  affixed  to it a photograph of 

the elector which  shall  be taken at the expense of the Government;  and (d) bear the facsimile signature of the 

registration officer. 
xxxiii https://thewire.in/law/most-aadhar-cards-issued-to-those-who-already-have-ids 
xxxiv https://archive.org/stream/Aadhaar-Supreme-Court-Docs/Counter-Affidavits-By-Union-States-And-Other-

Authorities/Four-volume-counter-by-UoI-in-Nov-2017/Counter-Vol I_djvu.txt 
xxxv https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/aadhaar-uidai-biometrics-the-numbers-dont-add-up-5512538/ 
xxxvi https://www.medianama.com/2018/04/223-constitutional-validity-of-aadhaar-day-23-aadhaar-itself-cannot-be-

struck-down/ceo-responses-to-questions-batch-i/ 
xxxvii https://twitter.com/AnupamSaraph/status/1057513414413697024 
xxxviii https://www.livemint.com/Politics/0Ck3dWY6fVTTlQfsfbdyCN/22-million-voters-missing-from-Telangana-

rolls-Chief-elect.html 
xxxix 35. Identification of electors.—(1) The presiding officer may employ at  the  polling station such persons as he 

thinks fit to help in  the identification  of  the electors or to assist him otherwise in  taking the poll. (2)  As each 

elector enters the polling station, the presiding officer or  the  polling officer authorised by him in this behalf shall  

check the  elector's  name and other particulars with the relevant entry  in the electoral roll and then call out the 

serial number, name and other particulars of the elector. (3)  Where the polling station is situated in a constituency, 

electors of  which have been supplied with identity cards under the  provisions of the Registration of Electors Rules, 

1960, the elector shall produce his  identity card before the presiding officer or the polling officer authorised by him 

in this behalf. (4)  In  deciding the right of a person to obtain a ballot paper,  the presiding  officer  or the polling 

officer, as the case may be,  shall overlook  merely  clerical  or  printing errors in  an  entry  in  the electoral  roll, if 

he is satisfied that such person is identical with the elector to whom such entry relates.  
xl http://www.legislative.gov.in/sites/default/files/(2) THE CONDUCT OF ELECTION RULES, 1961.pdf 
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xli UIDAI letter no 4(4)/57/62/EC/2011-RoB dated 15.11.2012 
xlii https://twitter.com/SidharthPandey/status/1039350563853365248 
xliii https://ceo.maharashtra.gov.in/Downloads/AadhaarLinkHelp.pdf 
xliv https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/faqs/aadhar-faqs/how-to-link-aadhar-to-voter-id-

card/articleshow/61783596.cms 
xlv https://www.finmin.nic.in/sites/default/files/Report_Task_Force_Aadhaar_PaymentInfra.pdf 
xlvi https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/bs_viewcontent.aspx?Id=2346 
xlvii https://www.npci.org.in/nandan-nilekani%C2%A0 
xlviii https://medium.com/@anupamsaraph/how-does-linking-your-aadhaar-to-your-bank-account-destroy-the-

banking-system-5bb0379f2886, https://medium.com/@anupamsaraph/searching-for-beneficiaries-of-subsidies-and-

benefits-560835b8afaf, https://www.sundayguardianlive.com/news/uidai-database-defective-targeting-subsidies-

benefits 
xlix https://www.sundayguardianlive.com/opinion/government-must-ensure-clean-delivery-benefits 
l https://www.sundayguardianlive.com/opinion/government-must-ensure-clean-delivery-benefits 
li https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/may/06/cambridge-analytica-how-turn-clicks-into-votes-christopher-

wylie 
lii https://www.theguardian.com/technology/live/2018/apr/10/mark-zuckerberg-testimony-live-congress-facebook-

cambridge-analytica 
liii https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/32-crore-aadhaar-numbers-linked-to-voter-id-cards-

cec/articleshow/63246534.cms 
liv http://pib.nic.in/PressReleaseIframePage.aspx?PRID=1578063 
lv https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/direct-benefit-transfer-of-subsidies-crosses-3-lakh-cr-mark-in-

2018-19/article26913247.ece 
lvi https://pmkisan.gov.in/StateDist_Beneficiery.aspx 
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